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1. BodyHands Dataset
BodyHands is a new dataset collected to develop and

evaluate hand-body association methods. It is a large-scale
dataset containing unconstrained images with annotations
for hand and body locations and correspondences. Ta-
ble 1 provides some statistics for the proposed BodyHands
dataset.

# people with annotation for

#images #hands #people 2 hands 1 hand 0 hand

Train 18861 51915 56047 17402 17111 21534
Test 1629 5983 7048 1642 2699 2707
All 20490 57898 63095 19044 19810 24241

Table 1. Statistics of the BodyHands dataset

2. Hand Tracking Evaluation Dataset
To evaluate hand tracking methods in unconstrained con-

ditions, we collect 20 videos from YouTube and man-
ually annotate hand bounding boxes and their trajecto-
ries. Specifically, we annotate every 15 frames, and al-
together the dataset has 3299 annotated frames, 8,893
hand instances, and 131 hand trajectories. We call this
dataset YoutubeHands-20, and this dataset has many videos
that contain multiple people interacting in the scene, so
tracking hands in such cases is challenging. Note that
YoutubeHands-20 has now been expanded by Huang et al.
[2] to a larger dataset YoutubeHands containing 200 videos.
Fig. 1 shows some representative images from this dataset.

3. Implementation Details
We use Detectron2 [4] to implement the proposed archi-

tecture. We set the loss weights λ1 for the Overlap Esti-
mation Module and λ2 for the Positional Density Module
to be 0.1. We train the network using SGD with an initial
learning rate 0.0001 for 20 epochs. We reduce the learning
rate by a factor of 10 at 10th and 15th epochs. We train our
network on NVIDIA RTX 2080 using a batch size of one.

When conducting the ablation studies for the proposed
model, we set the probabilities corresponding to the re-
moved components to be 1, and we do not include the op-
tion to match the hand to itself when running the Hungarian
Algorithm.

4. Heuristic Method: Hand-Body Association
for Hand-Contact Estimation

We consider a simple post-processing heuristic to im-
prove the performance of an off-the-shelf contact estimation
network [3] as follows. Given a detected handH and its cor-
responding person-contact score s obtained by running the
pre-trained hand-contact network of [3], our simple heuris-
tic method will adjust s while leaving the scores of other
contact states unchanged. First, we use the hand-body asso-
ciation network developed in this paper to detect hands and
obtain the associated human bodies for each detected hand;
let {(Ai, Bi)} denote the set of hand-body pairs obtained. If
H does not overlap with any Aj , we will terminate this pro-
cess and leave the person-contact score s unchanged. Oth-
erwise, we will associate H with Aj that has the highest
IoU with H and subsequently associate H to the body Bj .
Second, we use a pre-trained MaskRCNN [1] to detect all
people in the image; let P denote this set. We then associate
the body Bj with the person Pk ∈ P with the highest IoU
with Bj . Third, we consider all detected people in P differ-
ent from Pk and determine the overlapping region between
them and the hand H . If none of the overlapping regions
is larger than 15% of the hand area, we heuristically deter-
mine that this hand has a low probability of contact with
another person. We then decrease the person-contact score
using the formula: snew = max(s− 0.5, 0). This heuristic
improves the average precision for detecting other person-
contact from 39.51% to 40.89%. This heuristic is simple,
but it is only possible because we have a network that tells
us who is the self person among the set of detected peo-
ple. Note that this heuristic only adjusts the person-contact
score.
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Sample frames from HandTracking Evaluation Dataset

Figure 1. Hand tracking evaluation dataset. Sample frames from the videos used for evaluating hand tracking performance. Each row
contains frames from the same video.
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